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K. Banerjee, D.J. Hinde, et al.,

PRL122, 232503 (2019)

“cold fusion reactions 

(involving 208Pb) are not 

driven by a diffusion process”

Zagrebaev

-Greiner

+208Pb

Recent publication by Banerjee et al. (ANU)
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comparisons: to a classical Langevin calculation

→ quantum effect should be crucial at low Ex

K. Washiyama, M. Tokieda, and K. Hagino,

a work in progress

Recent publication by Banerjee et al. (ANU)
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cf. K. Banerjee et al., PRL122(‘19) 
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Gogny-D1S HFB

J.-P. Delaroche et al., 

PRC81 (‘10) 014303

actinides

lanthanides

Hot fusion reactions

48Ca + an actinide target

role of deformation?



Extension of fusion-by diffusion model

sssd sinj
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K. Hagino, PRC98 (‘18) 014607

cf. barrier distribution measurements by Tanaka et al.



Hot fusion towards Z=119 and 120 nuclei

48
20Ca + 99Es → 119

48
20Ca + 100Fm → 120

short lived →not available with 

sufficient amounts

48Ca → 50
22Ti, 51

23V, 54
24Cr projectiles

hot fusion reactions with 48Ca: 

how much will 

cross sections be affected?
closed shell → open shells
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54Cr + 248Cm → 302120
48Ca + 254Fm → 302120

l = 0

K. Sekizawa and K. H., 
PRC99 (2019) 051602(R) 

side 

collision

→ Langevin caluclation

TDHF + Langevin approach



New model for fusion for SHE: TDHF + Langevin approach

K. Sekizawa and K.H., PRC99 (2019) 051602(R) 

how special is 48Ca ?

similar PCN

a special role of 48Ca only in Wsur



Odd-mass target: role of spin alignment

K. Hagino and S. Sakaguchi, arXiv:1911.05890

odd-mass: finite spin in the ground state

M = -3/2

M = 1/2

M = -1/2

M = 3/2



side 

collision

unpol. increase of sfus

by a factor of two!

(but with a novel cooling 

system)



Summary

Reaction dynamics for (hot) fusion reactions to synthesize SHE 

 Langevin approach

 quantum effects → important in cold fusion

 a new method: TDHF + Langevin approach 


48Ca: no special role in the diffusion stage

 odd-mass target 

 a spin alignment may increase sfus

by a factor of two 
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